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A b s t r a c t - - I n  finish-turning, the traditional flank or crater wear estimation alone is no longer adequate, whilst 
the wear at the miaor cutting edge is of primary concern since it directly affects the surface quality and 
dimensional accuracy of a finished product. This paper describes the development of an overall tool wear 
monitoring strategy in finish-turning. To estimate various types of wear developing at the different faces of 
a tool insert, multidimensional force and vibration signals are used, and a stochastic technique, based on 
multivariate autoregressive moving average vector models (ARMAV), is used to quantify the process 
dynamics embedded in the signals. Based on that, a dispersion analysis is carried out to discriminate among 
signal ingredients each of which is sensitive to a particular type of wear. Experimental results show that the 
groove wear at the minor cutting edge, once formed, dominates the finishing-tool life, while in the case of 
no groove formation at the minor cutting edge, the minor flank wear reaches its critical point earlier than 
the major flank or crater wear does. The results also show that the method derived from the dispersion 
analysis is a feasibl,e approach to on-line tool wear estimation in finish-turning. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN AUTOMATED machining, on-line tool wear estimation plays an important role in 
establishing an efficient tool change policy and effective quality control strategy. Numer- 
ous methods have been developed, as reviewed in several survey papers [1-4]. Most 
of them, howeverl are concerned with the estimation of the major flank wear alone 
[5-14] or with lhe major flank and crater wear combined [15-18]. In actual machining 
operations, especially in a finish-turning process, the minor flank wear, groove wear at 
the minor cutting edge and nose wear are crucial to dimensional accuracy and surface 
finish. It is likely that in finish-turning, the wear state at the minor cutting edge reaches 
its critical point earlier than those in the major flank and crater, such that the tool 
monitoring poliicy should be set based on the wear state at the minor cutting edge. 
Therefore, a more effective monitoring strategy involving multi-sensor and/or multi- 
modelling is called for in order to estimate more than one type of tool wear simul- 
taneously. 

The mechanism of minor flank wear and groove wear at the minor cutting edge is 
complex. The minor flank wear will always form in the machining process, while under 
certain cutting conditions, the grooves, spaced at a distance equal to feed, may appear 
and become the dominant wear at the minor cutting edge. When no grooves form at 
the minor cutting edge, the machined workpiece surface is further shaped by the minor 
cutting edge, thus causing minor flank wear mainly due to high-speed friction. The 
surface finish ~tnd dimensional accuracy are affected by the severity of minor flank 
wear. When the grooves are formed at the minor cutting edge under certain cutting 
conditions, the surface roughness is primarily determined by the depth of these grooves 
[19]. 

Although the' minor flank wear and groove wear at the minor cutting edge have been 
recognized long ago to be crucial to the surface quality in finish-machining and much 
work has been done on their mechanism [20-24], almost no work has been reported 
on the detection and estimation methods for these types of tool wear, presumably due 
to the complexity involved in interpreting multivariate signals and resolving them for 
estimation of more than one type of wear. 
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Autoregressive moving average (ARMA) time series analysis techniques have been 
used in modelling machining processes during the past decade. As it does not require 
much prior knowledge about the underlying system physics, ARMA modelling is most 
suitable for cutting processes which are stochastic in nature. By using the ARMA 
modelling techniques, a mathematical model which describes the internal system dynam- 
ics can be established based solely on experimentally measured data. Once the ARMA 
models are established, the feature extraction can be developed in different ways, such 
as residual analysis [25], parametric spectral analysis [26, 27], dispersion analysis [26, 
28-30], damping ratio calculation [7, 31], model parameters [5, 6, 32], etc. When more 
than one series of data are involved, multivariate ARMA vector models [28, 30, 33] 
may be developed to reveal the interactive characteristics between different series. 
Table 1 summarizes applications of ARMA modelling in on-line monitoring concerning 
machining processes. 

As seen from Table 1, most methods use only the univariate time series model to 
estimate tool wear. If more than one quantity is to be estimated, more complexity will 
be encountered. Thus, a higher demand is placed on effective signal processing and 
analysis techniques which shall be able to single out particular signal ingredients sensitive 
to particular quantities to be estimated. This paper describes an investigation into 
comprehensive tool wear estimation in finish-machining of a bar. The dispersion analysis 
algorithm based on multivariate A R M A  vector models was developed, leading to the 
effective discrimination between various modes of variables in a quantitative way. 

2. DISPERSION ANALYSIS BASED ON MULTIVARIATE ARMA VECTOR MODEL 

2.1. Modelling of  multivariate time series 

Multivariate time series ARMA vector models were developed to analyse the dynamic 
relationship among the data collected from the machining process, such as 3-D dynamic 
cutting forces or 3-D tool vibrations. When a dynamic process, represented by its p- 
dimensional components is sampled at a uniform interval, A, the resulting discrete 

TABLE 1. ARMA MODELLING OF MACHINING PROCESSES FOR CONDITION MONITORING 

References Year Specifications of Signals used Model Diagnostic methods and 
application dimensions feature extraction 

[5] 1987 major flank wear AE 1-D model parameters 
estimation 

[6] 1989 major flank wear AE 1-D model parameters 
estimation 

[7] 1980 major flank wear vibration 1-D damping ratio 
estimation 

[8] 1982 major flank wear 2-D forces and 1-D I-D actual power contribution 
estimation vibration of ARMA spectral 

analysis 
[25] 1986 tool breakage detection cutting torque I-D residual analysis 
[26] 1980 on-line identification of 2-D vibration and 1-D autoregressive spectral 

chatter in turning process cutting forces density and dispersion 
analysis 

[27] 1990 estimations of crater wear 3-D dynamic 3-D autoregressive spectral 
and minor flank wear cutting forces analysis 

[28] 1990 comprehensive tool wear 3-D dynamic 3-D dispersion analysis 
estimation in finish- cutting forces 
turning 

[29] 1977 chatter identification vibration I-D dispersion analysis 
[30] 1991 estimation of groove wear 3-D vibration 3-D multiple dispersion 

at the minor cutting edge analysis 
[31] 1985 estimation of average thrust torque 1-D normalized damping ratio 

flank wear in drilling 
process 

[32] 1986 tool breakage detection in cutting force 1-D prediction errors based on 
milling process model parameters 
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series of observation vectors X,, t= 1,2 . . . . .  N, can be represented by a p-variate ARMA 
vector model of autoregressive order n and moving average order m, denoted by 
ARMAV(n,m): 

Xt = ~ ¢'iX,_i + a, - ~ 0ia,_i (1) 
i=1 i = l  

where the p-dimensional vector X, = [X1,, X2t . . . . .  Xpt] T, is expressed as a linear 
combination of past observation vectors Xt_i, i=1 ,2 , . . . , n ,  and independent random 
vector at = [al,~, a 2 t , .  • .,apt] T, and at-i, i=1 ,2 , . . . ,m .  

The parameter matrices qbi and 0,-, estimated based on the observation vectors, 
describe the instantaneous dynamics of the machining process. The orders of an 
adequate model can be determined by the F-test and an ARMAV(n,m) model can be 
approximated by an autoregressive model, i.e. ARV(n) with a sufficiently high order 
[33]. An ARV(n) model requires much less computation than the ARMAV model, 
such that it is ~aore attractive to on-line implementations. When applied to the oblique 
machining process, an ARV(n) model has a much simpler form: 

X, = ~ tl'i X,-i + a, (2) 
i = l  

where Xt = (XI,, X 2 t ,  X 3 t )  T 

(I) i = 

(I)1 li (~12i (I) 13i 

(I~ 13i (I)22i (b23i 

(I)3 l i (I)32i (I)33i 

and a, = (alt, a2,, a 3 t )  T • 

2.2• Dispersion analysis 

After an adequate ARMAV model is determined, the dispersion analysis can be 
introduced to discriminate among various modes of process variations in a quantitative 
way. It has been shown [33] that the total process variance can be represented by the 
contributions (d 3 due to each variation mode of the process eigenvalues, hi, (i=1,2, 
• . .,n, for each series) as follows: 

~o = E[XrX r ] = d i=  gi 1 -  ~-Ak 
i= l  i= l  k = l  

(3) 

where di is the dispersion associated with eigenvalue h; and gi is calculated by the 
following equation: 

hT-, 
(4) gi = 

(Xi-Xk) 11 

The dispersion percentage, Di, describes the contribution of the roots or ultimately 
the frequencies in the series to the series variation 7o, and is given as: 

di 
D i = - - .  ( 5 )  

~ o  

In this way, the process variation ~o is decomposed into contributions of process 
eigenvalues in terms of dispersion (D3 quantitatively• Of particular interest are the 
dispersion percentages (Di) associated with eigenvalues (ki) occurring in complex conju- 
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gate pairs (h~ and h2) which describe the oscillating variation of the machining process. 
The frequency corresponding to a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues is given in 
Ref. [33]: 

J E 12 = 1 [In( 2)]2 + cos-'( x'+-x21 
2 hV~h%/] (6) 

where A is the sample interval in seconds. The significance of dispersion analysis lies 
in that the relative importance of the oscillating mode of each existing frequency can 
be established such that analysis and interpretation in terms of physical phenomena, 
such as natural frequencies of the tool/tool holder system and machine tool structural 
frequencies, can be carried out in a quantitative manner. 

3. MAJOR FLANK, CRATER AND MINOR FLANK WEAR ESTIMATION 

Since groove formation at the minor cutting edge occurs only under certain cutting 
conditions, minor flank wear is first estimated along with major flank and crater wear. 
It has been shown that using a 3-D dynamic cutting force is an effective means for 
providing necessary information about wear states at different tool faces. 

3.1. Description of experiments 
Since in finish-turning, tool wear to be estimated is on different faces of a tool, the 

3-D dynamic cutting forces were used. This is also because the dynamic component 
contains richer information about tool/workpiece interactions than the cutting force 
itself. The three orthogonal dynamic components of the cutting forces were measured 
by using a tool dynamometer (KISTLER 9257A). Four typical cutting conditions were 
selected for tool wear experiments, as shown in Table 2. As we are only interested in 
the development patterns of particular types of tool wear, the degraded tool tests, i.e. 
using relatively softer tools as recommended in Ref. [34], are adopted to shorten the 
time-consuming and costly tool wear experiments. 

In order to simulate the experimental conditions as close as possible to practical 
machining operations, the machining process was interrupted periodically with an 
increment of about 5 min under cutting condition group 1 and about 2.5 min under 
groups 2-4. The tool was replaced by a fresh one at each interruption such that 
every tool remained in thermal continuity until it was replaced. Just before each tool 
replacement, a set of 524 data points was sampled for each channel. Therefore, the 
experimental results consist of 7 tools and 7 sets of data from each channel under all 
four groups of cutting conditions. Before the dynamic cutting force, in terms of its 
three orthogonal components, were sampled into a multi-channel data acquisition 
system with a sample interval equal to 60 Ixs (about 16.7 kHz), low-pass filters with a 
cut-off frequency of 4 kHz were applied, considering the 4 kHz natural frequency of 
the dynamometer. 

TABLE 2. MACHINING CONDITIONS USED IN TOOL WEAR EXPERIMENTS 

Machine tool 
Tool insert type 
Tool geometry 
Work material 
Workpiece size 
Cutting conditions 

Cutting fluid 

Colchester Mascot 1600 (9.3 kW) 
TNMA 160408F (Carbide: Grade 883, SECO) 
0 °, 5 °, - 6  °, 90 °, 60 °, 0.8 
AISI4140 (HNB=320) 
Length = lm and Diameter = 100ram 
1. V=l15 m/min f=0.1 mm/rev d=0.5 mm 
2. V=145 m/rain f=0.1 mm/rev d=0.5 mm 
3. V=145 m/rain f=0.06 mm/rev d=0.5 mm 
4. V=145 m/rain f=0.06 mm/rev d=0.25 mm 
No 
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3.2. Tool wear measurement and wear development patterns 

The scanning electron microscope (SEM), stereo microscope with camera attachment, 
surfcom (a surface roughness instrument) and coordinate measuring machine (CMM) 
were used jointly to measure wear parameters. Figure 1 shows a typical group of tool 
wear photographs taken by SEM, indicating the wear situations on different tool faces. 
Four major wear parameters, including major flank wear VB, crater depth KT, minor 
flank wear VB' and nose wear N, are selected in accordance with CIRP tool wear 
terminology [19] to describe tool wear states. The groove wear (see Fig. l(d)) at the 
minor cutting edge was not selected because of its inconsistent appearance under the 
machining conditions used in the experiment and it will be addressed separately in a 
later section. All the measurement results of the four types of tool wear were plotted 
in Figs 2-5, re:~pectively, for all four groups of cutting conditions. It is interesting to 
observe that except nose wear, N, all types of tool wear have an accelerating stage, as 
indicated in the figures. 

3.3 Analysis based on the dispersion patterns 

In parallel to the measurement of various types of wear, the 3-D dynamic cutting 
force was modelled using the ARMAV technique described before. As a result of the 
analysis of the dispersion patterns for all corresponding frequencies, it was found that 
there exist two dominant dispersions, di, i.e. the two largest percentage Di values, with 
the most significant one associated with a lower frequency (LF) range and the second 
most significan! one with a higher frequency (HF) range. The dominant dispersions for 
all the first thr,~e cutting conditions are plotted in Figs 6-8. 

The dispersion trends shown in Figs 6-8 were then correlated to the rate of the 
various types of wear presented in Figs 2-5, followed by physical interpretation. Since 
the forces acting on different tool faces are projected to the 3-D cutting forces, their 

(a) major flank wear 

I /I 100 I.tm 

/,c) minor flank wear 

I 200  I~m 

(b) crater wear and nose wear 

I 100 I.tm 

FI6. 1. Tool wear observed under scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 
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Fic. 6. Dispersion patterns in feed direction for groups 1-3. 

relationships are illustrated in Fig. 9. Taking cutting condition group 1 as an example, 
the following results are presented. 

In the feed direction, the feed force Fx is primarily associated with the normal force 
acting on the major flank F~, and the horizontal friction force acting on the minor 
flank Fah. Therefore, the tool/workpiece interactions on both flanks should be reflected 
in the dynamic feed force characteristics. By examining the LF dispersion curve for 
group 1, shown in Fig. 6, it was found that dispersion percentage values decrease to a 
minimum value between 10 and 15 min, while at the same time, major flank wear, VB 
(Fig. 2), arrives at its critical point for replacement (VB=0.35 mm) and after 15 min 
VB enters its accelerating stage. Thus, the behaviour of the LF dispersions is in 
agreement with the well-known rate of major flank wear curves. By comparing the HF 
dispersion curve for group 1 (Fig. 6) with the minor flank wear, VB' curve shown in 
Fig. 4, it is again found the former resembles the rate of the latter. The acceleration 
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FIG. 8. Dispersion patterns in main cutting direction for groups 1-3, 

of VB' at about 10 min could be detected by the maximum value of the HF dispersions. 
In the thrust direction, the small depth of cut used in finish-machining produces a 

large chip flow angle such that the rake face friction force, Fv, is almost along the 
thrust direction. Therefore, the thrust force Fy is associated with the normal force 
acting on the minor flank F ~  and the friction force acting on the rake face F.~. In a 
similar way, LF dispersion for group 1, shown in Fig. 7, can be related to the rate of 
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M~or Flank F ~  
FIG. 9. Models for the forces acting on different tool faces. 

minor flank wear VB' in Fig. 4 and HF dispersion to the rate of crater depth KT shown 
in Fig. 3. 

In the main cutting direction, the dynamic cutting force, F~, is primarily associated 
with the normal force acting on the rake face F-~n, the friction force acting on the major 
flank F~ and tlhe vertical friction force on the minor flank Fay. By examining the LF 
and HF disper,fions shown in Fig. 8, it was found that they reflect the rate of the crater 
wear and the minor flank wear shown in Figs 3 and 4, respectively. No recognizable 
trends which are associated with the friction force acting on the major flank F~ were 
found. 

It is interesting to note that trends of LF dispersions, isolated from all three dynamic 
components of the cutting force, reflect the wear rate associated with normal forces, 
and the HF dispersions with tangential friction forces. As a summary, the interrelation- 
ships among them are given in Table 3. 

3.4. Strategies of  tool wear estimation 

3.4.1. Majorflank wear. Based on the discussion above, it can be concluded that 
the LF dispersion of feed force Fx is in agreement with the rate patterns of major flank 
wear VB, thus giving a good indication for the major flank wear. 

3.4.2. Minorflank wear. Among the three dispersion patterns for the minor flank 
wear, i.e. the LF dispersion of Fy (Fig. 7), the HF dispersion of Fx (Fig. 6) and the 
HF dispersion of Fz (Fig. 8), the last two are found to exhibit a consistant pattern 
under all the three cutting conditions, groups 1-3. The HF dispersion of Fx, however, 
is more a static than a dynamic one, because of the slow feed motion. Therefore, HF 
dispersion of 1~ can be used as the main indicator of the minor flank wear VB', and 
the HF dispersion of Fx as an auxiliary one. When one of them reaches the maximum, 
the accelerated minor flank wear is indicated. 

3.4.3. Crate~" wear. For the crater depth, it can be seen that both LF dispersion of 
Fz and HF dispersion of Fy under all the three cutting conditions, groups 1-3, reach 

TABLE 3. INTERRELATIONSHIPS AMONG THE FORCES, TOOL WEAR AND DISPERSION 

F~ 

F~ 

F~n 

F~° 

~v 
F~ 

(normal to major flank) ~ V B  ~ LF dispersions 
(tangential to minor flank) ~ V B '  ~ HF dispersions 
(normal to minor flank) ~ V B '  ~ LF dispersions 
(tangential to crater face) ~ K T  ~ HF dispersions 
(normal to crater face) ~ K T  ~ LF dispersions 
(tangential to minor flank) ~ V B '  ~ HF dispersions 
(tangential to major flank) No recognizable trend was found 
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their maximum values as the crater depth, KT, falls into the accelerating stage. Thus, 
both of them could be used as an indicator for the detection of the accelerating state 
of the crater depth. 

From the characteristics test of machine-tool structural dynamics and idle disturb- 
ances, it is revealed that the frequencies of all HF dispersions are reasonably close to 
the natural frequencies of the tool holder/dynamometer system in each direction, while 
the ones of all LF dispersions are close to the machine-tool idle frequencies. Thus, the 
identification of physical nature for LF and HF dispersion provides the method of 
dispersion diagnosis with a reliable basis for comprehensive tool wear estimation in 
finish-turning. 

4. ESTIMATION OF GROOVE WEAR AT MINOR CUTTING EDGE 

Under certain cutting conditions, grooves may form at the minor cutting edge. It was 
found that once the groove wear occurs, the surface finish deteriorates dramatically 
[21-24, 30]. Therefore, it is obvious that for finish-turning, monitoring of the minor 
flank, major flank and crater wear is not sufficient, and monitoring of the groove wear 
at the minor cutting edge must be incorporated. Since the groove wear often induces 
high frequency vibration, a 3-D vibration signal is chosen for monitoring purposes. 

4.1. Groove wear experiments 

The multivariate vibration signals produced in the machining were sensed by a 
miniature 3-D accelerometer, PCB Model 306A06, mounted at the close vicinity of the 
tool tip. Table 4 shows the machining conditions used in the groove wear experiments, 
which are all within the range recommended by the cutting tool manufacturer. 

In order to measure groove wear and surface roughness, the machining process was 
interrupted periodically. A set of 524 data points, with a sample interval equal to 30 p.s, 
was taken for each of the three orthogonal directions, just before each interruption. 
An extra set of data was also recorded between consecutive interruptions to provide 
more information for signal processing. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used 
as a major means to determine the groove wear. Surface roughness (Ra) was measured 
by using a portable surface measurement instrument. 

4.2. Patterns of  groove wear at the minor cutting edge 

If the four cutting conditions selected in the experiments are classified into two 
groups, i.e. a lower feed (0.04 mm/rev) group for cutting condition groups B and D 
and a higher feed (0.08 mm/rev) group for cutting condition groups A and C, it can 
be seen there exist two different patterns, described as follows. 

4.2.1. Pattern of  groove wear for the lower feed group. A set of SEM photographs 
indicating four typical stages of groove wear development, i.e. initial, steady, severe 
and disappearance, is shown in Fig. 10 using group B as a representative. It is clear 
that at the severe stage of groove wear, the grooves were wiped out (Fig. 10(c)), 
indicating severe induced vibration. The changes in the number of grooves and surface 
roughness were further plotted in Fig. 11. It is apparent that the surface finish was 
sharply deteriorating when the grooves were being wiped out. 

TABLE 4. MACHINING CONDITIONS USED IN GROOVE WEAR EXPERIMENTS 

Machine tool 
Tool insert type 
Tool Geometry 
Work material 
Cutting conditions 

HITEC-20SII CNC Lathe (18 kW) 
TNMG160408 (Carbide P10, Grooved Chip Former) 
0 °, 5 °, - 6  °, 90 °, 60 °, 0.8 
AISI4140 (HNB=320) 
Group A: V=160 m/min f=0.08 mm/rev d=0.25 mm 
Group B: V=160 m/min /=0.04 mm/rev d=0.25 mm 
Group C: V=190 m/min f=0.08 mm/rev d=0.25 mm 
Group D: V=190 m/min f=0.04 mm/rev d=0.25 mm 
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(a) initial stage (b) steady stage 

(c) severe (wipe-out) stage (d) disappearing stage 

FIG. 10. Groove wear development for cutting condition group B. 
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FIG. 11. The number of grooves and surface roughness for group B (cutting conditions: V=160 m/min, 
f=0.04 mm/rev, d=0.25 ram). 

4.2.2. Pattern of groove wear for the higher feed group. Taking group A as a 
representative, the changes in the number of grooves and the surface roughness were 
plotted in Fig. 12. No decrease in the number of grooves and sharp increase in roughness 
occurred, even after machining for more than 50 min. 
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FIG. 12. The number of grooves and surface roughness for group A (cutting conditions: V=160 m/min, 
f=0.08 mm/rev, d=0.25 mm). 

4.3. Analysis based on dispersion patterns 

The preliminary analysis from the raw vibration signals shows that when the number 
of groove decreases, the signals exhibit different appearances. More detailed results, 
based on quantitative analysis and physical interpretation of the vibration behaviour, 
are required to formulate a more realistic yet reliable criterion. Dispersion analysis was 
concentrated on the lower feed group (0.04 mm/rev) as it describes the entire process 
of the development of groove wear at the minor cutting edge. There are two clear 
patterns of dispersions. One in the thrust direction, Dy with 9.3 kHz frequency and the 
other in the main cutting direction, Dz with 2.5 kHz frequency were found, being 
related to the development pai-terns of groove wear. The developments of these two 
dispersions for cutting condition group B were plotted in Fig. 13. Analysing Fig. 13, 
together with Fig. 11, which shows the groove development, it is seen that the disper- 
sions, Dy and Dz, reached their maximum values when the number of grooves was 
decreasing, indicating the appearance of the severe vibrations under frequencies of 
9.3 kHz in the thrust direction and 2.5 kHz in the main cutting direction. No recogni- 
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FIG. 13. The development of dispersion for group B. 
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zable dispersion trends were found in the analysis of vibration signal for the feed 
direction. By using conventional excitation tests, it was revealed that the frequencies 
of D r and Dz a.re corresponding to natural frequencies of tool/holder, around 9340 Hz 
in thrust direction and 2610 Hz in main cutting direction respectively. 

4.4. Strategy Of groove wear estimation 

As seen from the above analysis, the dispersions of Dy and Dz are sensitive to the 
decrease of groove number, and thus the deterioration of the surface finish. Comparing 
the developments of these two dispersion patterns, it is found that the occurrence of 
the Dz peak was about 3 min later than that of the D r peak and the latter actually 
corresponds to the starting of groove wipe-out. This may indicate that severe vibration 
occurring in the thrust direction disturbs the regular grooves formed at the minor 
cutting edge. The disturbed minor cutting edge in turn excites vibration in the main 
cutting direction. Therefore, the strategy for estimating groove wear shall be the 
detection of the peak values of Dy and Dz. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The results presented in this paper represents an attempt to develop an overall tool 
wear monitoring strategy for finish-turning. It was shown that in order to estimate 
various types of wear development on different faces of a tool insert, multi-dimensional 
signals are required. Furthermore, an effective modelling technique is required. It is 
also shown that under certain conditions, the importance of monitoring groove wear 
at the minor cutting edge surpasses that of other types of wear. 

Dispersion analysis, based on multivariate ARMA vector time series models was 
used to quantitatively describe the relative importance of modes of force and vibration 
variations. The merit of the method is its ability to isolate the ingredients from the 
dynamic cutting forces and vibration, each of which is sensitive to a particular wear 
state, thereby providing an overall yet sensitive tool wear estimation strategy for finish- 
turning. The relationships between the dispersion patterns and the particular types of 
tool wear are physically interpreted in terms of dynamic characteristics of the machining 
system. 

The purpose of this paper is to establish relationships between the off-line measure- 
ments of tool wear and the dispersions based on 3-D dynamic cutting forces and/or 3- 
D vibrations measured in finish-machining, such that the tool wear monitoring strategy 
could be implemented in real-time. 
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